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Welcome to the new normal

High inflation environment

• Many companies and consumers have never managed a high inflation environment

Adverse differential inflation

• Costs will continue to rise faster than selling price inflation. This will dictate strategy

Consumer confidence

Geopolitical change and
uncertainty

Growth of online

Digital is not the same as
online

Government policy

• Cost of living fears are a major concern which is already impacting behaviour

• The world has changed and there will be no going back to how it was
• Pandemic accelerated changes that were underway. These changes require step
changes in strategy and thinking.
• Stores have been slow to embrace the opportunity of digital

• There will be changes in governments’ policies over time to reflect the new normal

The new normal is still emerging and will be shaped by companies and consumers. It is up to
companies to develop strategies to reflect the new environment. Compete for the future, not the past
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Challenges for the new normal include

Managing in a high inflation environment – especially with ADI

Managing the margin mix – services, add-ons, core products

The product life cycle – industry requires ongoing innovation

Stores vs online – what does the consumer want and expect

The Consumer – what will the consumer pay for

Sustainability – consumers will expect it but will not pay for it

Not all this is new, but much will be new to new generations of management.
History tells us that difficult times create a great environment for innovation and transition.
Survivors will be those that become more relevant
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It’s all about sales
The sales pyramid
Sales

Product

Distribution

Customer

Supplier
relationships

Property

Site location

Stores

Online

Tech

Staff

Pricing

Distribution

Marketing

Competitive
intelligence

Pay rates

Image
management

Retention

Advertising

Strong sales line usually sorts out most problems- and tells us all is well in the engine room
Weak sales line means there are problems in the engine room
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A double challenge

Consumer Challenge

Business Challenge

Real Disposable Income to fall

Sales

Profit
Squeeze

Essentials taking
bigger share of
declining income
Discretionary
income to fall
disproportionately

Discretionary income to be hit by

Sales will be challenged while costs rise



Declining real disposable income



Declining discretionary income



High inflation in essentials



Product deflation



Essentials taking bigger proportion of disposable income



Exogenous inflation factors



Increased interest rates

Combination of consumer & business challenges provides tough outlook
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Costs

The power of operational gearing
Operational gearing works both ways
Operational gearing

Relative operational gearing
Base

Marginal contribution

Gross margin %

20

20

Variable costs %

6

Fixed costs %
Contribution margin %
Operational gearing

Retailer A

Retailer B

Sales

100

100

1 in 200
switch

6

New sales

101

99

2% LFL
variance

10

-

Profit index

100

100

4

14

103.5

96.5

New profit index

Relative operational gearing

3.5x

The Power of operational gearing is almost always under-estimated
Relative operational gearing is seldom considered
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7% profit
variance
14:1

Economies of scale and growth
Economies are a function of retail and supply side structure – not just retail

Buying benefits

Share of mind/brand awareness

Sourcing benefits (eg new products)

Momentum

Logistic benefits

Choice

Fixed cost ratios

Accessibility / click and collect

Innovation

Greater flexibility

But there are strategies to compete with scale
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Sales maximisation Strategy

A category killer strategy
£
Total Costs

A

Total Revenue

B
Fixed
costs

C
Profit Curve
Volume

Strategy used by Walmart, Tesco and others
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Strategy without scale
Lack of scale means stores can’t beat pure players like Amazon on price.
They need a differentiation strategy

Speciality – relevant scale in certain areas and categories

Service – pre and post sale

Suppliers need distribution and margin (i.e. partners)

Stores offer differentiation to online. Online offers choice and price

Omni-channel offers differentiation, choice and price

Scale does not guarantee success, nor does lack of scale guarantee failure.
A differentiated customer proposition with relevance will succeed
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Online vs offline

Online meets many needs but not all consumer needs – stores have a future

Online has limitations – can these limitations be overcome

Stores very slow to adapt to digital – we are now seeing a new wave of digital for stores

Loyalty online can be a difficult concept – harder to harvest a lifetime loyalty

How does online offer personal service – customer relations are built easier with personal contact

Online & offline are both relevant and can be complementary rather than competitive. Each
channel has strengths and weaknesses and each channel has products more suited for it.
Managing this raises new issues for managing in the new normal
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Operational and performance challenges for the new normal

Performance measurement – old KPIs no longer relevant

Operations and distribution – Where will stock be kept, where will it be distributed from

Taxation – long term changes look inevitable

Skilled staff availability – e.g. everyone builds warehouses in same area

Managing data – tech and analytical skills needed

Sustainability – customers want it but don’t want to pay for it

Traditional retailers need to think like online players - CACvCLV

A holistic view of omni-channel will lead to the right decisions
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Conclusions

• Scale counts – huge benefits that go beyond buying benefits
• Lack of scale requires a well thought-out differentiated strategy – what makes you different
• Scale in niche markets is relevant – can you build relevant scale
• Omni-channel looks to be the long term winning strategy – stores have an important role to play in many areas

Winners will be

• Partnerships with retailers and suppliers working to common ends
• Those who evolve with customer needs and who help shape those demands
• Those who maximise customers life time value

Today is tough, tomorrow will be even harder, the day after that even harder still.
Set yourself up for the day after tomorrow and compete for the future now.
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Disclaimer
This document (this “Document”) has been prepared by HSBC Bank plc (“HSBC”) for the purpose of providing information solely to the addressee. By receiving this Document the recipient agrees to
keep confidential at all times information contained in it. This Document is for the exclusive use of the persons to whom it is addressed and, except with the prior written consent of HSBC, shall not be
copied, reproduced, distributed, quoted, referred to, communicated or disclosed in whole or in part by recipients to any other person.
The information in this Document has not been independently verified by HSBC. This Document does not purport to be comprehensive, and is not intended to form the basis of any investment
decision. The recipients should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the business and data described in this Document.
Neither HSBC, its subsidiaries and affiliates, nor any of their respective directors, officers, agents, advisers or employees makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, nor shall any of
them, so far as permitted by law, have any responsibility or liabilities whatsoever in respect of the accuracy, completeness or sufficiency of, any errors, mis-statements or misrepresentations in, or
omissions from, this Document. In addition, no such party is under any obligation to provide the recipients with any further information or to update, revise or supplement this Document or correct any
inaccuracies in or omissions from it which may exist or become apparent.
In particular, but without limitation, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of, and no reliance should be placed on, any projections,
opinions, estimates, forecasts, targets, prospects, returns or other forward-looking statements contained herein. Any such projections, estimates, forecasts, targets, prospects, returns or other
forward-looking statements are not a reliable indicator of future performance as they involve significant assumptions and subjective judgements which may or may not prove to be correct and there
can be no assurance that any projections, estimates, forecasts, targets, prospects and returns are attainable or will be realised.
This Document and the information contained herein are for information only and do not constitute: (i) an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity or (ii) an offer, solicitation or
invitation by HSBC, its group undertakings or affiliates or any of their respective members, officers, employees or agents for the sale, purchase of securities or any of the assets, business or
undertaking described therein.
Copies of this Document will only be distributed by HSBC to Professional Clients or Eligible Counterparties within the meaning of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2014/65/EU (“MiFID II”)
(together, the “Relevant Clients”) and is not intended for distribution to, or use by Retail Clients. Any person who is not a Relevant Client should not act on this document or any of its contents.
This Document also is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution would be contrary to law or regulation.
The issue of this Document shall not be regarded as creating any form of adviser / client relationship between the recipient and HSBC or any of its group undertakings or affiliates. HSBC, its group
undertakings or affiliates may only be regarded as acting on behalf of the recipient as financial adviser or otherwise following the execution of an engagement letter on mutually satisfactory terms.
HSBC has adopted policies and guidelines designed to preserve the independence of any research analyst employed by HSBC or any of its affiliates. Any statement or opinion contained herein,
positioning and valuation of any kind in relation to a company, situation or a topic is not, and should not be construed as, an indication that HSBC or any of its affiliates will provide favourable (or any)
research coverage about such company or situation or topic or publish research containing any particular rating or price target for such company or situation or topic. For the avoidance of doubt, this
document is not prepared by any research analyst employed by HSBC or any of its affiliates.
By receiving this Document, the recipient agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
This Document was prepared as of April 2022.
HSBC is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. HSBC is registered with registered number 14259
and has its registered office at 8 Canada Square, London E14 5HQ, United Kingdom.
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